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Introduction
“Plasticity”, the notion comes from neurobiology and is not commonly used in
computer science, however I think, it would be fruitful. Plasticity of the nervous
system consists of several aspects: learning, redundancy, damage recovery, robustness
under several conditions and against several kind of stimuli, i.e. adaptivity. Since
these functions are interweaved, it is plausible to speak about an emergent feature
consisting all of them: plasticity.
The first computer hardware and software showed very low plasticity. They
worked for only very specific inputs. If there was a faulty input or some internal error,
the result could be completely wrong. As information technology develops, the
demands, which are required for a computing device became higher and higher. The
advance of technology could fulfill several of these demands: hardware and software,
which can learn automatically, overcome minor failures, handle several inputs in an
intelligent way appear.
“Artificial intelligence” is not yet developed, and I think it would never be
completed in that naive way as science-fiction presents it. But it is obvious that
several great results were achieved, some of them are hardly believable for people
unqualified in this topic. We are eyewitness now breakthroughs in the tasks of
artificial intelligence. And the advance in the future will be presumably more
compelling. I think, a major aspect of this advance will be related to plasticity.
Another part of development is related to alternative computing devices, parallel
computing, neural nets, fuzzy systems and other advanced technologies. Cellular
Neural Network (CNN) is one of the most challenging ideas in computer sciences
([9]), which is also related to this line of development. It is basically an analog
technology, but the CNN Universal Machine (CNN-UM) additionally integrates
analog and logical computing (analogic computing)([10]). CNN can as well be
considered as a special kind of neural network, which is part of one of the most
genuine result of computer science: the connectionist paradigm. The idea of CNN is
also inspired by neurobiology, especially by the low-level part of the visual system.
Thus CNN combines several of the advances of science.
Teaching and learning of CNN was a major topic of research since the very start
of CNN history ([13]). The theory of learning of CNN has many difficulties to solve.
Learning is always also an optimization task, and the difficulty of global optimization
is a well-known problem, which is addressed by several kinds of solutions. It is one of
the most diversified parts of applied mathematics with several unsolved problems and
some presumably unsolvable ones as well. Another aspect, which is always to be
considered and to be handled, is the high demand of computing.
CNN as a parallel and analog computing device can realize an exceptional
computing power. But this capability has not yet been used for the computing demand
of learning of CNN itself. The first part of my dissertation (thesis 1), CNN learning, is
based on this idea.
Plasticity is not only related to learning. Another aspect is the intelligent handling
of the incoming data: adaptivity. As the physical realizations of CNN is a 2D
processor array, the main application area is plausibly image processing (or other 2Dtopological signal array-“images”). Incoming data are acquired by some kind of
image capturing device. Thus the second important issue is high-quality image
capturing.
One of the most important problems of image capturing is that the devices do not
operate properly in extreme lighting circumstances. For example the photo and video
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cameras can not acquire satisfactory images if lighting is too strong or too weak. It is
possible to adjust manually the global parameters of the cameras, but this is not a
satisfactory solution. An automatic solution has been lately developed, but this is not
sufficient if lighting conditions also change extremely in space. In this case spatial
adaptation capability is also needed.
The present sate of art is that the devices become more and more intelligent, and
they can solve many problems. For example some global parameters, like brightness
are adjusted automatically. At the same time there are serious hardware limitation
when spatial adaptivity is considered. Applying CNN can provide a solution for these
computational demands and the adjustment of the global parameters can also be
utilized withal. Another advantage is that it is a general solution, i.e. additional image
processing tasks can be programmed, if it is already used in a camera.
The second part of my dissertation (thesis 2) deals with adaptive image sensing,
using adaptive CNN-UM. This is an application, which I think could be one of the
most promising ones. Moreover the solution I suggest is completely realizable by the
current architectures.
Image enhancement is a very important field of image processing, which has
already a considerable history. Several digital algorithms have been developed, which
are already parts of the best image processing programs. They provide relatively good
solutions but also have their limits. The advantage of applying CNN technology, is the
speed of computation, which is a crucial problem by digital, serial devices. Integration
of sensing and processing - especially when the sensors are tuned according to the
processed content and context of the scene - can also be realized better this way.
The goal of my research was to start with simple methods, which can be realized
with current technologies or architectures, planed in the near future ([15]). One of the
main field of architectural development of CNN technology lies in
multilayer/complex cells, where adaptive methods can be exploited.
The two algorithms for adaptive image enhancement I presented in thesis 3 are
closely related to these possibilities. They are not theoretically optimal solutions, but a
compromise of the complexity of the method and realizability.
My dissertation is closely related to neurobiology ([12]). Specifically the methods
are biologically inspired, but they cannot be considered as models of biological
functions. The goal of my research was to develop profitable application, not
neurobiological simulations. Nevertheless, since the methods are biological inspired,
the dissertation also includes a sketch of those areas, which are related to my research.

Methods used in the experiments
As a theoretical background of my research the general theory of CNN is the main
topic. In the subject of learning of CNN, the general theory of learning of neural
networks was utilized ([14]). Since the methods are biologically inspired the
fundamentals of neurobiology are considered. The theory of image enhancement
technologies is a background of theses 2 and 3.
At the beginning of research, the methods where tested by simulations. I used the
simulation tools developed by the Analogical and Neural Computing Laboratory of
the Computer and Automation Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
ALADDIN. I also had the opportunity to test this methods on the ACE4k CNN-UM
chip. For some simulation, I used the general mathematical software MATLAB. The
image-capturing devices, which were used, were Sony camera, with programmability
in language C included and a commercial digital camera.
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For the opto-electronic solution of adaptive sensing an opto-electronic system was
used, which was designed in our opto-electronical laboratory.

New scientific results (theses)
1. Gradient-computation of the template-parameters of the
Single-Layer Cellular Neural Network with linear template
by using the CNN-UM itself. ([1],[5] and chapter 4.)
1.1.

Gradient-Computing in the case of Discrete-Time CNN

Technical preliminaries: Derivatives of the Discrete-Time CNN
I developed the exact analytical formulas of the derivatives, for each type of the
template-parameters.
If x is the state of the original CNN, y is the output and p is a parameter, the
following notations are introduced:
dy i , j (n )
dpy i , j (n ) =
dp
dx i , j (n )
dpx i , j (n ) =
dp
Now, the equations of derivative computing are the following. First the derivative
of the output equation is:

dpyi , j (n) = f ' ( xi , j (n))dpxi , j (n)
(1)
Then, the derivative of the network equation is depending on the type of the
parameter.
dpxi , j (n + 1) = y i +ν , j + µ (n) +

∑ A(k − i, l − j )dpy

( k ,l )∈S r ( i , j )

k ,l

( n)

(2)
if p= A(ν,µ),
dpxi , j (n + 1) = u i +ν , j + µ (n) +

∑ A(k − i, l − j )dpy

( k ,l )∈S r ( i , j )

k ,l

( n)

(3)
if p= B(ν,µ) and
dpxi , j (n + 1) = 1 +

∑ A(k − i, l − j )dpy

( k ,l )∈S r ( i , j )

k ,l

( n)

(4)
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if p=z.
1.1.1. Computation of the gradient with CNN

I have shown that the adjoint (reciprocal) network of a single layer DT-CNN with
linear templates computing the gradient of its parameter is also a single layer DTCNN with linear templates, but with different output equation and modified inputs.
Thus the gradient of the DT-CNN can be computed with another CNN or with itself.
Equations (1)-(4) are describing 3 types of DT-CNNs with state variable dpx,
output variable dpy, input variable y,u or 0 (depending of the type), with special
templates, derived from the original ones and special output function, using the state
of the original network. These, so called adjoint networks can compute the derivative
of the original network.
The mapping from the original network to the adjoint network can be obtained
from equations (2),(3) and (4), it is as given in Table 1.
Parameter p
Original network
Adjoint network, CNNp
A,B,z,x,y,u,f
p=A(ν,µ)
A,Eν,µ,0,dpx,dpy,y,f’(xi,j(n))⋅
p=B(ν,µ)
A, Eν,µ,0,dpx,dpy,u,f’(xi,j(n))⋅
p=z
A,0,1,dpx,dpy,0,f’(xi,j(n))⋅
Table 1. Mapping from the original CNN to the adjoint CNN. Eν,µ is a template
with 1 on position (ν,µ) and 0 elsewhere. “f’(xi,j(n))⋅“ means multiplication with
f’(xi,j(n)).
The gradient can be computed by a simple formula from the derivatives:
dy i , j
dE(p)
= −∑∑ (d i , j − y i , j (T))
(T) = − ∑∑ (d i , j − y i , j (T))dpy i , j (T)
dp
dp
i
j
i
j
where d is the desired output, y is the output and T is the time, when the final
output was taken.
1.1.2. The learning architecture
Figure 1 shows an architecture capable of gradient-based learning. Note that
CNNA represents the 9 A-type reverse networks, CNNB represents the 9 B-type
reverse networks and CNNz represents the z-type reverse network.
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Figure 1 Supervised training of DT-CNN with reciprocal DT-CNNs. D is the
desired output, Y(i) is the output at time i, and X(i) the state at time i, U is the input as
a matrix, dAy, dBy and dzy are the derivatives, and CNNA, CNNB and CNNz
represents the reciprocal networks computing this gradients respectively.
1.2.

Gradient computing in the case of Continuous-Time CNN

Technical preliminaries: Exact analytical formulas of the derivatives for each
type of parameters

I developed the exact analytical formulas of derivatives, for each type of the
template-parameters.
If x is the state of the original CNN, y is the output and p is the parameter, the
following notations are introduced:
dy (t )
δpyi , j (t ) = i , j
dp
dx (t )
δpxi , j (t ) = i , j
dp
If p=A(m,n), then the derivative of the network equation is as follows:
d
δpx i , j ( t ) = −δpx i , j ( t ) + ∑ A(k − i, j − l)δpy k ,l ( t ) +y i + m , j+ n ( t )
dt
k ,l∈S ( i , j)

(5)
If p=B(m,n), as follows:
d
δpxi , j (t ) = −δpxi , j (t ) + ∑ A( k − i, j − l )δpy k , l (t ) +ui + m, j + n (t )
dt
k , l∈S (i , j )

(6)
and finally if p=z, as follows:
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d
δpx i , j ( t ) = −δpx i , j ( t ) + ∑ A(k − i, j − l)δpy k ,l ( t ) +1
dt
k ,l∈S( i , j)

(7)
The derivative of the output equation is as follows.

δpy i , j (t ) =

δf
( xi , j (t ))δpxi , j (t )
δx
(8)

1.2.1. Computation of the gradient with the CNN itself

I have shown that the adjoint (reciprocal) network of a single layer CT-CNN with
linear templates computing the gradient of its parameters is also a single layer CTCNN with linear template, but with different output equation. Thus the gradient of the
CT-CNN can be computed with another CNN.
Equations (5)-(8) are describing 3 types of CT-CNNs with state variable dpx,
output variable dpy, input variable y,u or 1 (depending of the type), with special
templates, derived from the original ones and special output function, using the state
of the original network. These, so called adjoint networks can compute the derivatives
of the original network.
The mapping from the original and the adjoint network is the same as in the case
of DT-CNN see Table 1.
The gradient can be computed through a simple formula from the derivatives as
follows:
dy i , j
dE (p)
= −∑∑ (d i , j − y i , j )
(T) = − ∑∑ (d i , j − y i , j )dpy i , j (T)
dp
dp
i
j
i
j
where d is the desired output, y is the output and T is the time, when the final
output was taken.
1.2.2. The learning architecture
In typical CNN implementations the output function f(x)=0.5(|x+1|-|x-1|), which is
equal to the identity function in the range of [-1,1]. Thus in this so called „linear
region”, the output function of the original and adjoint (reverse) network are the same,
therefore the reverse network can also be implemented with the current technologies.
The method of exact gradient computation requires one additional CNN chip for
each gradient (each parameter) and the continuous feeding of the output of the
original network as the input of the adjoint (reverse) network (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Flowchart of computing the gradients of a CNN template. D is the
desired output, X the state and Y the output as a matrix. The CNNA and CNNB
notations denote several adjoint (reverse)-CNNs computing the gradient belonging to
the parameters in the A and B template respectively. The CNNz notation denotes the
adjoint (reverse) CNN computing the gradient for the parameter z.
1.2.3. On-chip approximation of the gradients

Using the CNN Universal-Machine I developed an approximate computation for
the gradient computation and tested it on the current chip.
If separate chips are available for the original CNN and the adjoint CNNs, the
gradient computation is accurate. However, using the approximation the gradients
may be computed with one chip by a CNN-UM algorithm. The continuous data of the
original transient is approximated by quantization in time (see Figure 3). The problem
in computing the gradients on one CNN-UM is, that the transient in continuous time
can not be saved for the gradient computation. It is obvious that the transient can be
discretized in time and so saved in memories. I have tested this, and it turned out to be
adequate.
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Figure 3 Approximating the gradient in one chip via a CNN-UM algorithm and
discretization in time. The output and state of the basic CNN is saved in analog
memories (LAM) and used in the adjoint CNN. The adjoint CNNs have an adjoint
templates, which depend on the original template.

2. Interactive Content Dependent (CDA) Adaptive Image
Sensing ([2],[3],[4],[6] and chapter 6.)
I introduced an interactive, content dependent, adaptive image sensing method.
The method addresses image sensing, which depends on some image-content. It is
assumed that a locally programmable sensing device is available. The method
generally describes how to program devices locally using the regional quality of the
image. The result of the method is an image, where this quality becomes enhanced.
I developed the image capturing method for scenarios where lighting and contrast
is changing in space. The capturing method is adaptive and dependent on regional
quality, which is based on both intensity and contrast content. The method equalizes
contrast and intensity and avoids over-saturation. Determination of regional quality
is based on a CNN algorithm, using contrast and diffusion templates.
The method is interactive, because sensors are locally adjustable (programmable).
It is content dependent, since the programming depends on the local image content.
Finally, it is adaptive, as programming is carried out in order to make sensing
adaptive to regional changes. With this method the specified content is enhanced. The
general method can be described as follows:
(i)

Capturing with preset parameters

(ii)

Content dependent regional quality is computed real-time and pixel-wise

(iii)

The global and local sensing parameters are adjusted, using the regional
quality information

Depending on the parameter and technical details, the interaction of steps (i)-(iii) may
be continuous or discrete. For example if the parameter is local contrast, then a picture
must be taken with low but uniform contrast, and the local parameter of the final
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exposure is computed from this. On the other side, if the parameter is exposure-time,
then the exposure can locally and continuously controlled, i.e. locally stppeed, if the
pixel is has sufficient quality.
Image
Programing
Camera

CNN-Chip

Figure 4 Interactive Content Dependent Adaptive Image Sensing with loally
programmable capturing device. The capturing device (camera) is programmed using
the information, extracted by the CNN from the image. Thus an enhanced image is
captured, which is better in quality.
The application of CNN-UM is justified by the large demand on resources, which
is needed for computing regional quality. At present digital technology global and
local information can only be used in adaptive devices, which is insufficient. On the
other hand regional computation consumes much more computation. CNN-UM as a
parallel-computing device is ideal to overcome these obstacles. Thus a CNN-UM
based intelligent sensor is the ideal solution for adaptive sensing.
Due to changing lighting condition the contrast and intensity of an image may
changing in space. This algorithm computes via a CNN algorithm the local contrast of
the image and using diffusion, the regional quality of the image, which is based on
regional intensity and contrast.

Q( x, y ) := c1D(( I ( x, y ) − I a ) 2 ) + c2 D(C 2 ( x, y ))
where I is the input image (intensity) Ia is the mean intensity, C is contrast and D
is a diffusion operator.
Using this information, the parameter of the capturing device is determined and
programmed locally. The way of adjusting depends on the kind of parameter. One
way is to adjust the parameter so that Q is maximized, the other way is that the
parameter is adjusted continuously such that a preset limit of Q is reached. This
method results in an image, where the contrast and intensity is equalized, enhanced
and over-saturation is avoided.
The proposed method is planned for the adaptive CNN-UM framework [15], which
will be soon available on silicon. However it is also implementable on the current
architecture.
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3. Adaptive image enhancement with CNN ([2],[3],[4],[6] and
chapter 7.)
I developed two adaptive image enhancement methods. Both methods are based on
regional intensity and contrast. Both methods address intensifying and equalizing
these qualities which avoids over-saturation.
3.1.

Static method

I developed a static enhancement method consisting of diffusion and contras
templates, and some arithmetic operations. The method intensifies intensity and
contrast through using a filter, which inhibits over-saturation. The method can be
realized on the current CNN-UM chip, but it exploits the capabilities of the planned
adaptive chip.
Sensed Image

C(.)

Image

Contrast

Contrast Map

Intensity Map

D((.)2)

D((.)2)

Intensity Compensation

Diffused
Square
Contrast

Contrast Compensation

Diffused
Square
Intensity

Enhanced Image

*

*

Enhanced Image

Figure 5 Algorithm and illustration of adaptive image enhancement
Figure 5 shows the static method. The part contrast-enhancement consists of
computing the contrast, then diffusion is applied to compute a mask, and last the
contrast is enhanced, using this mask, to inhibit over-saturation. Similarly, in the
intensity-enhancement part intensity is diffused to compute an intensity-mask and
intensity is enhanced, using this mask as a filter to avoid over-saturation.
The single-step enhancement method introduced can easily be realized by using
the Adaptive Extended Cell in CNN-UM ([17]). It also can be implemented on the
current chip, but several arithmetical operations are needed to replace the spacevariant template.
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3.2.

Dynamic method

I also developed a dynamic method, which can be implemented on a multilayer/complex-cell architecture. The output is resulting as the equilibrium of four
interacting components, representing the intensity the contrast and the regional
intensity and contrast The positive and inhibiting impacts result in an image, which is
equalized and enhanced in intensity and contrast.
p6

Diffused intensity

D1(.)

Image
-p3

p1
Layer 1
C1(.)

Enhanced image

p2
Contrast

Layer 2
p5

-p4
C2(.)

p7

Diffused contrast

Diffused intensity
Input image

Layer 3
Enhanced image

D2(.)
Contrast of Input

Diffused contrast

Figure 6 Flowchart and illustration of the multi-layer system of the dynamic
method of adaptive image enhancement
Figure 6 shows the dynamic enhancement method. The output is a result of the
equilibrium of a multilayer-system. The output is affected by several factors. First,
factor is the input (intensity), which affects positively with the weight p1 as an
intensity enhancement. Second, the contrast is computed and it has with the weight p2
also a positive effect resulting in contrast enhancement. Third, the actual intensity is
diffused and fed back with a negative weight -p3 to inhibit intensity over-saturation.
Last, the actual contrast is diffused and fed back with a negative weight -p4 resulting
in contrast inhibition.
The realization of the dynamic algorithm needs a real-time space variant template.
In the near future only the intensity enhancement and equalization part can be
implemented, however this is a powerful method by itself. This part of the algorithm
is realizable by the 2nd order complex cell CNN-UM described in [16].
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4. Application of the results
The result of thesis 1 (chapter 4) is implicitly important in general training of the
CNN. Fast computing of the gradient makes it possible that a compact system can be
developed, which involves learning and adaptivity real time. Learning and adaptivity
has only been possible by using external computing devices (for example digital
computers) until now, which is off-line and extremely slower. Real-time adaptation
and learning may be possible only, if the needed algorithms are integrated in the
hardware. This becomes achievable as the gradients can be computed by the CNN
itself.
Real-time learning is important in such cases, where new templates shall be
quickly developed from samples or adjusted. On the other side, adaptivity may also be
solved by learning: in this case, the template is adjusted quickly according to special
conditions. For example, consider an image-processing task, where some secondary
but influencing feature of the input image changes. The conventional solution is to
create a robust algorithm. Using real-time learning the same problem can be solved
applying a simpler algorithm, if the templates are adjusted occasionally.
Typical applications can be for example surveillance and security systems, where
the captured image is processed with CNN algorithms. The templates of the algorithm
can be adjusted to the special conditions of the site of operation with on-line learning.
Thesis 2 (chapter 5) introduces an adaptive sensing method. Application of this
result is naturally to incorporate CNN technology in capturing devices or to create a
CNN-UM based intelligent sensor. This sensor can be built in commercial digital
video and photo cameras but adaptivity is also important in researching under extreme
lighting conditions, like in space-research, under-water research and so on.
Computing speed that the CNN-UM offers makes real-time operation possible by
a cheap device. This solution at the same time also involves other possibilities, for
example subsequent image processing tasks.
Thesis 3 (chapter 6) is a good example for this, since an image enhancing
algorithm can be integrated after sensing, to enhance the image even more for
visibility. Another possibility is to use it for already captured images. It is possible
that to apply this method, such that the CNN-UM is used as a graphical acceleration
card for example in personal computer. Image enhancement for visualization is most
important in fields where human decision is based on examining images, for example
medical imaging.
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